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Breakthrough
Lemonade Mouth

Hey guys! i had to tab this one twice since i lost the other one in the process.
hope ya ll like!

(Intro is played by piano)
oooooo yeah mmmm breakthrough

[Play during verses and Pre-chorus]
e|-----------------------------------------|
B|-----------------------------------------|
G|-----------------------------------------|
D|-----------------------------------------|     (4x)
A|--2-2-2--3-3-3--3-3-3--2-2-2-------------|
E|--3-3-3--1-1-1--0-0-0--3-3-3-------------|

[Verse 1]
Up, down, spinnin  all around
Fly high, falling to the ground
Sometimes dreams can feel so far away
Time keeps skippin  out a beat
Left, right, trippin  on your feet
Life is like a string of cloudy days

[Pre-Chorus]
Sometimes it s raisin  your voice
Sometimes it s makin  some noise
Sometimes it s proving to the world it was wrong
Whenever you can t see the light
Whenever there s no end in sight
Keep on, keep on moving on
Keep on moving on

[Chorus]
             G
Here comes a breakthrough
             F
Here comes a day
             C
Here comes a moment that you gotta go for it
         G
So don t let it get away
            G
It s time I breakthrough
              F
Just turn the page
      C
Cause everyday I m getting closer
G            



Life is just a rollercoaster

(After the chorus)
G
Shake it, till you make it

Till you break it all through
F
Don t stop till you break it all through
C
Shake it, till you make it

Till you break it all through
G
Don t stop till you break it all through

[Verse 2]
Stop, still, take another breath
Road block, move it to the left
Get around whatever s in your way
Heartbreak, pick up all the pieces
Don t stop dancinâ€™ in the bleachers
It s gonna be your turn to play
Gonna be your turn to play

[Pre-Chorus]
Sometimes it s raisin  your voice
Sometimes it s makin  some noise
Sometimes it s proving to the world it was wrong
Whenever you can t see the light
Whenever there s no end in sight
Keep on, keep on moving on
Keep on moving on

[Chorus]
             G
Here comes a breakthrough
             F
Here comes a day
             C
Here comes a moment that you gotta go for it
         G
So don t let it get away
            G
It s time I breakthrough
              F
Just turn the page
      C
Cause everyday I m getting closer
G            
Life is just a rollercoaster

(Bridge, play the same chords)



You can see it in the blind sight
Movinâ€™ through the limelight
Groovinâ€™ to the music imma use it when the time s right
Hoping I can do it through the shadows, I can shine bright
Usually in life there s one shot, this is our night
listen To the rhythm we given and it will make you
Start pushin  the barriers and it will take you
wherever it is you wanna go, never too late to
Keep pushing till you breakthrough

(No guitar until chorus)

[Pre-Chorus]
Sometimes it s raisin  your voice
Sometimes it s makin  some noise
Sometimes it s proving to the world it was wrong (world it was wrong)
Whenever you can t see the light (Can t see the light)
Whenever there s no end in sight (No end in sight)
Keep on, keep on moving on
Keep on moving on

[Chorus]
             G
Here comes a breakthrough
             F
Here comes a day
             C
Here comes a moment that you gotta go for it
         G
So don t let it get away
            G
It s time I breakthrough
              F
Just turn the page
      C
Cause everyday I m getting closer
G            
Life is just a rollercoaster

(After the chorus)
G
Shake it, till you make it

Till you break it all through
F
Don t stop till you break it all through
C
Shake it, till you make it

Till you break it all through
G
Don t stop till you break it all through



G~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Here comes a breakthrough!!


